
TENTATIVE list of SU24 AP/HIST UNIT 2 CD Positions *SUBJECT TO CHANGE*  (*terms/days/times are tentative*)   

COURSE TERM COURSE TITLE FORMAT DAY TIME BRIEF DESCRIPTION 

AP/HIST 1030 6.0 
 

*General Education 
Course* 

SU 
Imperialism and 
Nationalism in 
Modern Asia 

ONLN Asynchronous 

Through examining the broad contours of historical contact and focusing on a series of 
case studies concerning European imperialism and modern nationalism in Asia, this course 
introduces students to the primary, secondary, and tertiary sources that form colonial and 
postcolonial discourses. It also introduces to students historical debates that ground and 

shape international relations in and on Asia today. 

AP/HIST 1086 6.0 SU 

Vice, Deviance, Bad 
Behaviour, and 
Social Control in 

North America since 
1600 

ONLN: 
LECT &  
TUTR 

Asynchronous 

Explores how, in North America since 1600, certain behaviours have been defined by social 
actors and state agencies as bad behaviour or vices, and how these behaviours have been 

regulated. Introduces students to the role that issues such as drug and alcohol use, 
abortion, prostitution, and sexuality (to name a few) have played in the development of 

moral and social regulation and how they have changed over time. 

AP/HIST 2600 6.0 SU 
United States 

History 
ONLN Asynchronous 

An overview of the United States from pre-colonization to the present. First term examines 
Native/European encounters, American Revolution, slavery, westward expansion, and Civil 
War. Second term traces the rise of the US. as an economic and military superpower, and 

the struggle for civil rights. Themes include race, immigration, religion, federal power, 
gender and the impact of social movements. 

AP/HIST 3160 6.0 SU 
Women and Gender 

in Ancient Greece 
and Rome 

ONLN: 
LECT &  
TUTR 

Asynchronous 
The course explores the social, economic, political and cultural history of women in ancient 
Greece and Rome. It examines Greek and Roman concepts of gender and sexuality, and 
considers the literary and artistic representation of women in these cultures.  

AP/HIST 3390 6.0 SU Europe Since 1870 
ONLN: 
LECT &  
TUTR 

Asynchronous 
An examination of political, economic and social developments in the leading states; the 
balance of power and World War I; democracy and totalitarianism between the wars; 
World War II and its aftermath. 

AP/HIST 3731 6.0 SU 
20th Century 

Mexico: Sex, Drugs 
and Revolution 

ONLN Asynchronous 
This course considers the 1911 Mexican Revolution and its consequences, especially 
processes of migration, urbanization and cultural change.  

AP/HIST 4420 6.0 SU Great Britain in the 
20th Century 

ONLN TR 11:30-
14:30 

An examination of selected themes in British history during the 20th century. 

AP/HIST 4511 6.0 SU 
Themes in Canadian 
Social and Cultural 

History 
SEMR MW 

14:30-
17:30 

This course focuses upon such themes as social change, the formation of new social and 
economic groups, and the development of social institutions and patterns of thought.  

       

  



TENTATIVE list of FW24-25 AP/HIST UNIT 2 CD Positions *SUBJECT TO CHANGE*  (*terms/days/times are tentative*) 

COURSE TERM COURSE TITLE FORMAT DAY TIME BRIEF DESCRIPTION 

AP/HIST 1095 6.0 
 
 
 

*General Education 
Course* 

 
**Markham 
Campus** 

Y 
Streetlife:  The 

Culture and History 
of European Cities 

LECT M 
11:30-
14:30 

This course uses a diverse range of materials and approaches to examine the development 
of the modern European city in the contemporary world. It uses cultural sources such as 

film, photography, literature and music to see how the experience of the modern 
European city has been represented from the nineteenth century to the present day. The 
course also uses the history of the modern European city to explore historical issues such 

as the experience of war, poverty and wealth, social reform, and the growth of 
cosmopolitanism and multiracialism. It explores the material space of urban development 
by looking at architecture, urban planning and housing. The course reflects upon current 

social and political issues in the modern European city, such as gentrification, popular 
protest and globalization.  

AP/HIST 1100 6.0 
*Winter term* 

 
**General 

Education Course** 

Y 

Gladiators, Gods, 
Gigolos, and Goths: 

Reading Roman 
Society, c.200 BCE-

c.500 CE 

LECT +  
TUTR 

W 
12:30-
14:30 

Through a series of case studies concerning the social history of ancient Rome, this course 
introduces students to the 

written texts and other media that are used to understand human societies of all periods. 
Special emphasis will be given 

to the diverse interpretative approaches that one can bring to such texts and artefacts. 

AP/HIST 3801 3.0 
F & 
W 

Video Games and 
History 

LECT & 
TUTR 

M 
12:30-
14:30 

This course introduces students to the video game industry and the development of video 
games as a social and technological phenomenon since the 1970s. It analyzes genre, 

narratives, themes, the use of History, and the depiction of class, gender, and race in video 
games. It also pays attention to the impact of video games on individuals and society. 

 


